Model Averaging
Quoting from Cooch & White (Chapter 4), “… ‘model selection should be considered as the
process of making inference from a set of models, not just a search for a single best model’. As
such, whenever possible, use model averaging. Not only does this account for model selection
uncertainty regarding estimated parameters and weight of evidence for each approximating
model …”
For now, we’ll focus on the estimates of weekly survival for black ducks from 4 competing
models from Lab 1. Each model provides slightly different estimates of weekly survival. And,
each model receives a different amount of support from the data.

Program MARK has good tools for model-averaging. For the real parameters (i.e., weekly
survival estimates [rather than the beta’s or the log-odds of S]), we can easily get modelaveraged estimates back for this week’s problem. (It will get more complicated when individual
covariates are in play; more on that later.)

Set the model-averaging parameter selection window up as below and click ‘OK’.

The Excel sheet provides the model-averaged estimates, which are as shown below.

But, we want to look at the mechanics of how the model-averaged point estimates were
obtained from the model-selection table and the model-specific weekly estimates.

Estimates for week 1

The table provided by Program MARK orders the estimates by model weight (which correspond
with what’s in the model-selection table). The weights for all models sum to 1.0. Thus, we can
simply (1) multiply each model’s survival estimate by the corresponding AICc weight for the
model and (2) sum the resulting values across all models. That is,

For week 1,

0.9696982 =

0.872*0.974 + 0.079*0.933 + 0.047*0.951 + 0.002*0.979

This procedure is repeated for each of the weeks. With this procedure, you don’t have to make
arbitrary decisions about which models to consider; all are allowed to influence the modelaveraged estimate in accordance with the amount of support they received.
The uncertainty in the model-averaged estimate is influenced by model-selection uncertainty,
variation in the model-specific estimates, and the SEs associated with each model’s estimate. If
different well-supported models produce different estimates from one another, then the
uncertainty on the model-averaged estimate will be larger than if all the well-supported models
provide very similar estimates. You can find details about how the unconditional SE is obtained
in Cooch & White (Chapter 4).

